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Why Core Team?

2005 Preliminary DEIS → DEIS Prepared → DEIS Issued for Public Review and Public Meeting → FEIS including Comment Response Document → Decisions

Lead and cooperating agency reviewed PDEIS – 1,700 comments were generated.
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Where Does Core Team Fit in EIS Process?

2005 Preliminary DEIS

Lead and cooperating agency reviewed PDEIS – 1,700 comments were generated.

Core Team (DOE, NYSERDA, NRC, EPA, NYSDEC, NYSDOH)

Objectives, Actions, Timeframe

Technical Support to Core Team

Resolves PDEIS issues and recommends modifications for DEIS

DEIS Prepared
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Where Does Public Fit in Core Team Process?

Public Stakeholders

Provides input via CTF meetings/DOE quarterly meetings
Provides input via formal correspondence with agencies

Lead Agencies (DOE, NYSERDA)

Cooperating Agencies (NRC, EPA, NYSDEC, NYSDOH)

As appropriate, informs of progress at quarterly meetings

2005 Preliminary DEIS

Lead and cooperating agency reviewed PDEIS – 1,700 comments were generated.

Core Team (DOE, NYSERDA, NRC, EPA, NYSDEC, NYSDOH)

Objectives, Actions, Timeframe

Plans, Designs, Analyses

Technical Support to Core Team

Resolves PDEIS issues and recommends modifications for DEIS

DEIS Prepared
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Overall Process

---

**Public Stakeholders**

- Provides input via CTF meetings/DOE quarterly meetings
- Provides input via formal correspondence with agencies

**Lead Agencies**

- DOE, NYSERDA

**Cooperating Agencies**

- NRC, EPA, NYSDEC, NYSDOH

---

**Core Team**

- DOE, NYSERDA, NRC, EPA, NYSDEC, NYSDOH

---

**2005 Preliminary DEIS**

- Lead and cooperating agency reviewed PDEIS – 1,700 comments were generated.

---

**Technical Support to Core Team**

- Objectives, Actions, Timeframe
- Plans, Designs, Analyses

---

**DEIS Prepared**

- Resolves PDEIS issues and recommends modifications for DEIS

---

**DEIS Issued for Public Review and Public Meeting**

- Lead and cooperating agency review of DEIS

---

**FEIS including Comment Response Document**

- Decisions
  - Record of Decision
  - Statement of Finding

---
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